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Significance:
This paper serves as a commentary on a recently published paper by Lawley et al. (PeerJ 2021;9, e11954). 
We caution the adoption of practices in the taxonomy of Scyphozoa by Lawley et al. on the basis that they may 
lead to taxonomic splits and parallel taxonomies in the face of a concerted push towards integrative taxonomy.

Species are such fundamental and important units that they should not be introduced 
carelessly. Species description and splitting based on superficial data like simple 
morphometric differences (including those that are statistically significant), arbitrary values 
of genetic distance or phylogenetic relationships derived from limited molecular datasets 
(single-locus analyses, particularly mtDNA) is strongly discouraged. All of these may serve 
to support conclusions derived from more appropriate datasets, but are not sufficient on 
their own.1

Lawley et al.2 recently erected/resurrected a number of new species of Scyphozoa in the genus Aurelia, on the 
basis of molecular markers alone. They took this approach because, while morphological data were effectively 
absent for some, the genus is characterised by morphological crypsis. Although the arguments advanced by 
Lawley et al.2 provide us with an opportunity to discuss alternative methods of taxonomy in Scyphozoa, we caution 
against their immediate adoption by the wider community, as they potentially serve to create chaos and instability.

In their Introduction, Lawley et al.2 comprehensively articulate the well-understood problems of crypsis in the 
genus Aurelia, and their results highlight the issue of ecologically driven morphoplasticity, which serves to further 
complicate the taxonomic task at hand. Although Lawley et al.2 did not dismiss an integrative approach to taxonomy, 
which relies on congruence in multiple lines of investigation before species descriptions are drafted, they chose 
rather to rely on a single method – the use of an often-incomplete suite of molecular markers (16S, COI, ITS1, 28S; 
see Table 1).

Lawley et al.’s2 decisions about species identity were based in part on species distributions and in part on the 
topology, synapomorphies and support of concatenated phylogenetic trees. While the trees for individual genetic 
markers were included in supplementary material, their results were not discussed in the paper. They ignored levels 
of genetic divergence, arguing that while such may provide ‘a useful tool for first assessments and the discovery 
of potentially cryptic species, …. it might not be reliable for species identification…[and should not be used]… 
for species delimitation.’ We accept this logic, given that ‘….evolutionary rates may vary across congeners…
[and that]…similarity does not necessarily reflect kinship….’. However, we are worried that some may see the 2% 
divergence between sister taxa as a flag for the erection of species in instances where fuller data are missing. Such 
could result in a flurry of spurious (potentially artefactual) new species descriptions based on single specimens. 
While it may have been acceptable in the 19th century to describe a species based on a single specimen (e.g. Cyanea 
annasethe3), that approach can no longer be appropriate unless the specimen being described appears so obviously 
different from known diversity (e.g. Chirodectes maculatus4), given what we now know about genetic variability 
within a single species from even one location. Many recent taxonomists have spent a great deal of time and effort 
describing and validating just one new species in a genus from multiple specimens in order to incorporate variability 
(e.g. Scorrano et al5; Ras et al.6). So, it is with some concern that we note Lawley et al.2 have increased the number of 
species in the genus Aurelia from 19 to 297 on such a scant basis in some instances (Table 1).

It should be a given that new molecular species descriptions will need to be rigorously executed and more 
rigorously reviewed, but we need to recognise that even the most thorough of descriptions may in fact be guilty 
of renaming an already valid species, originally defined by morphological taxonomy, but for which corresponding 
molecular material is missing. While renaming an already valid species is not new in taxonomy, it is a practice 
that needs to be avoided as it sows confusion. Aurelia solida is a case in point. The species was first described 
by Browne from a single specimen collected around the Maldives, and although it has never been recovered from 
the type locality since, it has been recorded from the Mediterranean and Red Seas subsequently.5 Designation of 
the species in the latter instances was based primarily on morphological grounds, with molecular data serving to 
confirm its unique identity.5 Although it has been hypothesised that the species was moved from the Indian Ocean 
into the Mediterranean Sea via ships8, it is equally possible that the Type specimen and the material collected from 
the Mediterranean are in fact different. Given this, and given that multiple species of Aurelia may occur in sympatry 
(Figure 10 in Lawley et al.2), it becomes very clear that robust conclusions about identity are hard to reach. 
An observation that in this instance is made more pertinent by the fact that another ‘never-again’ caught species 
was first collected from the Type locality: Aurelia maldivensis. Which naturally leads us to question Lawley et al.’s2 
use of sample locality as a proxy for species grouping. 

Despite concluding that there is a need for us to understand the processes that lead to morphological variation in 
Aurelia, Lawley et al.2 effectively question its value in taxonomy. How then do we address species descriptions 
within the genus that were published before the advent of molecular analysis? If the argument is that Aurelia exhibit 
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far too much morphoplasticity in response to ecological processes, the 
implication is that we will never be able to resurrect, or confirm, species 
descriptions based on morphological descriptions in published works. 
This means that we could end up with two parallel, non-overlapping 
taxonomies, which will confuse rather than clarify – unless we simply 
declare many of the old names species inquirendae and consign them 
to the dustbin of history.

Table 1: Number of specimens of each gene region used for analyses in 
Lawley et al. (2021)

Species 16S COI ITS1 28S

Aurelia sp. 7 – 7 1 –

Aurelia sp. 3 – 9 3 –

Aurelia sp. 18 – 3 3 –

Aurelia sp. 17 4 – – –

Aurelia sp. 14 3 3 – 3

Aurelia sp. 13 3 12 – 3

Aurelia sp. 12 3 8 – 3

A. solida 5 40 12 21

A. smithsonia 3 4 – 2

A. relicta 6 22 5 8

A. rara 2 1 2 –

A. persea 1 1 – 1

A. montyi 7 17 25 –

A. miyakei 2 2 2 1

A. mianzani 4 5 1 3

A. marginalis 24 48 34 3

A. malayensis 3 38 3 3

A. limbata 4 3 7 1

A. labiata 2 12 – –

A. insularia 9 3 2 7

A. hyalina 13 12 1 –

A. dubia 1 – 1 –

A. columbia 1 18 2 –

A. coerulea 50 182 11 26

A. clausa – 19 2 –

Aurelia cf. malayensis – 1 – –

Aurelia cf. labiata 1 – 2 –

Aurelia cf. dubia 1 – – –

Aurelia cf. columbia 2 – 1 –

Aurelia cf. coerulea – 1 – –

A. cebimarensis 9 11 2 7

A. ayla 2 1 – –

A. aurita 9 275 45 10

If the approach proposed here is widely adopted, it is not impossible 
to imagine fleets of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) moving 
around the world’s oceans throwing out new species descriptions on 
a regular basis using on-board molecular technologies that link to land-
based supercomputers by satellite feeds. Such would indeed help us 
to understand molecular diversity at the global level, and would help us 
in real-time monitoring using e-DNA, but we wonder whether it helps 
us to understand evolution. We believe that the solution to this is clear. 
Integrative taxonomy. Reserving full description until fuller data across 
all aspects of morphology, cnidome, ecology and DNA (especially 
population genetics, which must be the underlying basis for all objective 
species limitations), etc. are obtained (as Dawson9). While there is a 
need for us to understand and manage global biodiversity before it is 
lost, we do not need to conflate that task with taxonomy. We therefore 
reiterate our call for caution in the adoption of Lawley et al.’s2 approach.
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